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Background

Pressure Injury (PI) is a source of morbidity for pediatric patients and is considered a nurse sensitive indicator. In the pediatric population, devices are a significant source of PI, yet the recommended prevention bundles do not adequately address device-related injuries. In addition, literature regarding effective means of reducing PI in pediatric patients is lacking.

Analysis of PI data for the Children’s Mercy Hospital Pediatric Intensive Care unit (PICU) from 2014 to 2017 demonstrated 76% of PI ≥ stage 2 were caused by devices. Pulse oximetry probes (the single device addressed by the current bundle) accounted for less than 4% of the device related injuries, with only one documented in the past two years. Independent projects have decreased the number of device-related PI caused by specific pieces of equipment, but despite high reliability to the bundle, device-related PI continue to occur in our PICU. In order to continue decreasing the PICU rate of PI, a new strategy was needed.

Methods

Members of the unit-based PI team worked together to develop a new bundle specific to the types of injuries prevalent in the PICU. Data from the past several years was combined with team member expertise to create a customized PI bundle. The new bundle is comprised of selected PI reducing interventions which address the types of injuries which the data indicated were prevalent in our PICU patients. Specific device-related strategies were included, as well as a few interventions addressing pressure related PI. It is formatted as a user-friendly auditing tool which can be completed by any PICU nurse.

The primary outcome measure is the PICU PI rate, reported monthly as the number of PI per 1000 patient days. Process measures include assessment of compliance with all elements of the PI bundle. As with other bundles, all components must be completed to be considered compliant. Balancing measures include an increase in PI caused by pressure or devices not addressed by the new bundle.

Results

Bundle compliance with the original bundle has consistently been > 90% since Jan 2016 other than occasional dips due to intermittent lower compliance with various components. After implementation of the new bundle in July 2018, compliance has decreased significantly with a compliance rate of 15% in July 2018 and 7% in August 2018. The actual components missed also vary significantly, which may indicate the new K-card is capturing opportunities for improvement in our processes. The current 2018 rate of PI ≥ stage 2 is 2.02. It is too soon to appreciate a difference in the overall rate of PI, however, we would anticipate a decrease in the rate as bundle compliance improves.

Conclusions

The significant drop in bundle compliance noted with the introduction of the new bundle was anticipated and suggests new areas of focus. Elements missed most frequently in the audits will drive future PI prevention projects. Additionally, encouraging direct caregivers to participate in bundle audits will enhance awareness and understanding of additional PI prevention measures to implement. The expected outcome is for the rate of PI to continue to decline as the rate of bundle compliance improves.
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